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1 6 FEB 2009
PRIVATE

OFFICE

Dear Kenny

Iam writing to you about my constituent as above who has a number of concerns about
the. forthcoming Crlmlnal1ustlce and Ucenslng Bill.
_s
totally supportive of the Intentions of the Bill In terms of pornography which
portrays genuine sexual abuse and torture. However he is concerned that the word
"extreme" Is too vague and might crlmlnallse pornography which presents consenting
adults participating In Bondage, Discipline, Dominance & Submission, Sadism &
Masochism.
He makes a number of very detailed points in the enclosed emall which Iwould be
gratefullf you could address.
I look forward to hearing from you •
Yours sincerely

.u. rece"\I~j
16 FE. 2099

Shona Robison MSP
Ref: SRI ALl090212
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Anya
From:

Shona.Robison.msp@scottish.parliament.uk

Sent:
To:

10 February2009 23:03
anya@dundeesnp.org

Subject: Fw: Letter from your constituent
Letter to kenny
This email has been sent ftom a Scottish Parliamentaty handheld device.
-Ori .

From:
To: Ro tson
ona), MSP
Sent: Tue Feb 1021:57:112009
Subject: Letter ftom your constituent _

..
"

I

.'

Email
Tuesday 10 February 2009

Dear Shona Robison,
I am a resident ofBroughty Ferry and, as my constituency MSP. I am
writing to you to express InY deep concern at the proposals set out in
the forthcoming Criminal Justice and Licensing Bill (CJLB) to make it a
criminal off~ce to possess "extreme" pornography. I have tried to
contact you directly via your email address but I suspect that my ernaiJ
has been blocked due to the word "pornography", so apologies if you
have already received this.
I understand this biJl is intended to target images of genuine sexual
abuse and torture. however the way the bill is currently written goes
well beyond this and as a result thousands of Scottish adults wiJI
potentially be jailed as sex offenders. Innocent people wiIJ be treated
like rapists and child molesters just for the "crime" of being kinky.
into BDSM (a complex acronym covering Bondage & Discipline. Dominance &
Submission, Sadism & Masochism) or having othernoJ)~mainstream sexual
preferences. The tabloid mc:dia is already maldn.8 this association. by
claiming that everyone opposed to the law (in England & Wales) is
pro-rape and pro-abuse[l]. Worryingly, even the Justice Minister, Mr
MacA skill. has expressed a similar viewpOint.

Fw: Letter fi'om your constituent
passed. The SNP must not follow this with an even worse law.
The actual intent behind the Jaw is clear - it seeks to criminalise
possession of images of rape, torture and sexual abuse as well as
images ofbestiaJity and necrophilia. Needless to say, if that was
everything that this bill would make it illegal to posse5S, then I
would not be writing to you. The problem is simple - the definition of
wbat is "extreme" is so vague, so widely defined, that images of
consensua~ legal and safe BDSM play between I\duIts will be d~emed
illegal. A law criminalisingimages where people have actually been
hanned is a good thing and I support that. However, a law criminalising
images where no-one bas been banned (or forced to participate) is
immoraJ and unfair.
Does the SNP really want to introduce a law where two consenting adults
can participate perfectly legaJly in BD8M fantasy toleplay in the
privaC)j-oftheir own honu~s, yet be jailed as sex offenders for
possesSing images of the exact same act?
The point I am trying to make in this 191teris this - people should
not be criminalised for possessing images of consensual adult
behaviour, regardless of whether the moral majority believes it to be
"abhorrent". BDSM is not well understood and that is the problem here.
As with homosexuality 20 years ago, many people see us as "perverts"
who (to quote Mr MacAskill) ''have no place in civllised society"[2].
Today, it would be inconceivable for the Scottish government to pass a
law potentially criminalising many homosexuals, yet it is willing a
similar law criminalising adults into BDSM play. Why?
The proposed bill seeks to "criminalise the possession ofptmographic
images which realistically depict: .
• Life-threatening acts and violence that would appear likely to
cause severe injury;
• Rape and other non- consensual penetrative sexual activity,
whether violent or otherwise;"
and will cover materials which would be illegal to publish and
distn"bute in Scotland under the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982.
The tirst problem is the statement that the bill will covet material
illegal to publish in Scotland. I note that the word "only" is absent
tium the wording which implies this bill will, either deceptively or
unintentionally, cover material beyond that covered in the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982. This bill will also go far beyond the
law currently in force in Etlgland & Wales. In that law, the image must
be "obscene", as defined in the Obscene Publications Act In the biD
proposed, the image only has to be "indecent".
The second problem is the phrase "realistically depict". The majority
of BDSM pornography is created using models and is staged, yet
"realistically depict" means that there is no certainty as to whether
it is "extreme" or not Consequently, for those ofus wh() are into
BDSM, it means we are the only group who cannot enjoy pornography due
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it is unfair for adults with such preferences to have to WOITy about
being hauled off to jail for possession of such images.
"Rape and other non- consensual penetrative sexual activity, whether
violent or otherw~" is probably the most problematic. Under Scottish
Rape law, sexual intercourse is defined as tape if the woman is dnmk
or under the influence of a substance or if the woman has consented to
the act due to violence or the threat of violence. When it comes to
viewing an image, how is it possible to determine If the wOman in the
image is drunk or drugged? Surely this would be grounds for the police
to arrest anyone with any pornographic image, as they could simply
claim "she looks drunk to me, therefore its rape and therefore its
extreme pornography"?
The biJl also seeks to criminalise ''Non- consensual penetrative sexual
activity, whether violent or otherwise". Can anyone be expected to
tell, just from looking at an image, whether the sex is consensual or
not. if nO violence is involved? There is no way, either in a legal
sense or in common sense, that anyone could make this distinction. Even
though it is unlikely to cover normal pornographic images (although
technically it could), if the image involves bondage it would be more
likely to be viewed as non,.consensual- it must be non-consensual,
otherwise why would one person be tied up?
An important aspect ofBDSM play is safety. In fact, the phrase "Safe,
Sane and Consensual" is regarded as the code BDSM play should foIlow
(the activities must not cause hann or be otherwise dangerous to either
participant and both adults must give their consent to the activities,
which are usually discussed beforehand). This bilI will make it too
risky for people to own manuals (especially manuals published only on
the web) on BDSM safety. This would leave us in the situation where
people can engage in legal BDSM roleplay, but be unable to access
important safety advice out of fear of being prosecuted, which may
result in unnecessary injuries.
Leaving aside the technical problems of the law, I am intrigued to know
just how this law will be enforced. Will there be a division of police
offi~ dedicated to tracking down people viewing itex1reme" porn? In
England & Wales, it seems that the law will not be actively
enforced[3]. It would seem that. if the same approach were to apply
here, that it would do little to deter those who want to view images of
genuine rape and sexual abuse while simultaneously causing the
thousands of adults who enjoy kinky pornography to deny themselves this
outlet under fear of arrest and prosecution. In effeet.. this law would
penalise the innocent while not even hindering the guUty.
It would seem ftom the responses ftom the Sexual Offences Branch and
comments made in the media by the Justice Minister that the Scottish
government is not interested in listening to the concerns of people who
are going to be turned from normal, innocent citizens into sex
offenders overnight. This is not the mark of a democratic govermnent. I
am asking you to please visit the websites of the following
organisations which have been set up to combat the unintended
consequences of this legislation both in Scotland and in England &
Wales:
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Your sincerely,

References:
[I] Daily Mail article: "Protesters say it's their right to watch
sadistic porn. Tell that to the mother of the girl murdered by a man
addicted to it•.."
http://www.QailYJIlai1.co.uklfemaiVarticle-11 04523IProtesters-SI\Y-riiht-watch-sadistic-pom- Tell-mother-girl-murderedman-addicted-.html
[2] Telegraph article: "Scots possessing 'extreme' pornography face
jail"
http://www .telegraph.co.uklnews/newstopicslP9Iitics/scotland/429
iail.html

1494/Scots-possess ine-extreme-pornogmpl1y-to-face-

[3] Guardian article: "Police will not target otfendersagainst law on
violent porn"
http://www .iuardian .co.ukIpoliticsl2009/ian/26/police-offenders..law-violcnt-porn

[This message was sent by WriteToThem.com. tfyou have had any
problems receiving this mcslmgc, please email team@writetothcm.com and
wc'll get back to you. See www.writetothcm.com for more details about
the service. We have sent this email to
Shona.Robison.msp@scottish.parliament.uk; if this address isoot of
date pleaseemail us so that we can update our re<:ords.]
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This year marks the 10th anniversary of the Sc:ottish Parliament. Further information and a range of public engagement
activities can be viewed at thePariiamenfs website

For latest news and information about all aspects of Parliamentary business, MSPs and our work, Visitthe Parliamenfs
website at http://www.scottIsh.parliament.ukl.
For infonnation about how you can visit the Parliament, go to
http://www.scottish.parliamentuklvlilvisitingHolyroodJindex.htm.
Watch Parliamentary busineSS live at http://www.holyrood.tv!
The information in this e-mail transmission and any files or attachments transmitted with it are stri<;tlyconfidential and may
contain privileged Information. It Is intended solely for the person or organisation to whom It is addressed and if you are
not the intended recipient, you must not copy, distribute, disclose or take any action in reliance on it. Ifyou have received
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